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Negative tiesAbstract Online social networks are a source of sharing information andmaintaining personal con-
tacts with other people through social interactions and thus forming virtual communities online.
Social networks are crowded with positive and negative relations. Positive relations are formed by
support, endorsement and friendship and thus, create a network of well-connected users whereas
negative relations are a result of opposition, distrust and avoidance creating disconnected networks.
Due to increase in illegal activities such as masquerading, conspiring and creating fake proﬁles on
online social networks, exploring and analyzing these negative activities becomes the need of hour.
Usually negative ties are treated in same way as positive ties in many theories such as balance theory
and blockmodeling analysis. But the standard concepts of social network analysis do not yield same
results in respect of each tie. This paper presents a survey on analyzing negative ties in social net-
works through various types of network analysis techniques that are used for examining ties such
as status, centrality and power measures. Due to the difference in characteristics of ﬂow in positive
and negative tie networks some of these measures are not applicable on negative ties. This paper also
discusses new methods that have been developed speciﬁcally for analyzing negative ties such as neg-
ative degree, and h* measure along with the measures based on mixture of positive and negative ties.
The different types of social network analysis approaches have been reviewed and compared to deter-
mine the best approach that can appropriately identify the negative ties in online networks. It has
been analyzed that only few measures such as Degree and PN centrality are applicable for identifying
outsiders in network. For applicability in online networks, the performance of PN measure needs to
be veriﬁed and further, new measures should be developed based upon negative clique concept.
 2015 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Faculty of Computers and Information,
Cairo University. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Online social networks are becoming popular among large
number of people, as a source of forming virtual communities
online. These communities are developed by creating proﬁles
and maintaining personal contacts of each user through social
interactions. Schneider et al. [1] deﬁned social network as
‘‘OSNs form online communities among people with common
interests, activities, backgrounds, and/or friendships. Most
OSNs are Web-based and allow users to upload proﬁles (text,
images, and videos) and interact with others in numerous
ways”. Social interactions in these networks are crammed full
with positive and negative relations. Positive relations are
formed by support, endorsement and friendship and thus, cre-
ate a network of well-connected users which is useful for the
promotion of market products, brands, services and new
research ideas on social media [2]. Negative relations, on the
other hand, are a result of opposition, distrust, antagonism
and avoidance. Negative relationships represent a persistent,
recurring set of negative social intentions toward another per-
son. Negative relations are central to clusterability theory [3],
balance theory [4,5], their generalizations [6], semigroup work
[7] and social network analysis [8]. Many areas of negative
networks need extensive research such as bullying, group con-
ﬂicts and social exclusion. Because of the increase in criminal
activities in online networks such as people masquerade othersby creating fake proﬁles and conspire against business rivals by
presenting fake reviews of products being promoted on these
networks, there is a need to identify these negative actors of
network by observing their connection patterns. In another
example, one political party opposes the policies and efforts
made by other parties on these networks by commenting
against them and exaggerating their own policies by
pretending them to be in welfare of public. Therefore,
these undesirable activities of political parties need to be
monitored.
Many researchers have focused on studying negative ties in
different ﬁelds of research. Bohn et al. [9] have analyzed the
access to social capital in OSNs by examining the actual com-
munication ties (positive and negative) among actors, whereas,
Box-Steffensmeier and Christenson [10] studied the interest
group coalition by considering positive and negative ties.
Smith et al. [11] have accessed the phenomenon of homophily
in social networks by studying network ties of both positive
and negative nature. De Jong et al. [12] analyzed the impact
of negative relationships on attitudes of each team member
and performance in teams. Recently, many researchers
have dedicated their research on investigating negative ties to
explore different concepts in social networks such as
studying attitude diffusion [13] and analyzing aspects of
inter-ethnic relationships between secondary school students
[14].
Negative ties in social networks 23The interest of this paper is in the relations that are them-
selves negative rather than negative consequences of positive
relations. There are many standard datasets depicting such
kind of relations such as, skirmish relation in ‘‘bank wiring
room” data reported by Roethlisberger and Dickson in 1939
[15]; enmity ‘‘hina” relation reported by Read in 1954 [16] of
social network of tribes of the Gahuku–Gama alliance struc-
ture of the Eastern Central Highlands, New Guinea; and the
disesteem and disliking relations among group of monks
reported by Sampson in 1969 [17]. The same types of relations
are also present in today’s online networks such as Wikipedia,
Epinions, and Slashdot which are online rating websites. In
Wikipedia, users can vote for or against other users in elections
to nominate them for admin status. If one user gives support-
ing or opposing vote to another user, then it leads to creation
of positive or negative link respectively [18]. Epinions.com is a
common consumer review website which forms an online
social trust network where users create signed relations of trust
or distrust with each other. Members of site can give positive
or negative ratings to products of website as well as rate the
reviews given by other members [19,20]. The visitors of site
can check new and old reviews of product and then decide
which product to purchase. The links between nodes and per-
sons who give reviews about products are explicitly labeled as
positive or negative. Slashdot is a technology related news
website that entails speciﬁc user community. The news related
to current technology is submitted by users, in which editors of
site evaluate and provide open discussion among readers. Each
news article also has section for comments attached to it,
where users of site post their comments and lead to open
threaded discussion. The comments associated with each news
article are then rated by editors of site by using moderation
system. The moderators rate each comment as +1 or 1
[21–23]. In 2008, Slashdot launched a new feature known as
Slashdot Zoo which allows users to tag other users as friends
(positive link) or foes (negative link). All these represent nega-
tive ties between actors in a group. It has been found that neg-
ative ties are less in number and are generally treated in the
same way as the positive ties in most of the concepts such as
blockmodeling analysis [24–26].
Now, question arises that whether the standard methods
used for analyzing positive ties in networks can also be used
for studying negative ties or not? This involves systematic anal-
ysis of standard techniques and changes in interpretation of
these techniques to make them applicable for negative ties.
There ascends many concerns when dealing with negative tie
data:
 Transitivity: In positive relations, ideas or information is
quickly delivered to group of nodes, directly or indirectly
connected to a node usually covering distance of two or
more length path depicting high level of transitivity,
whereas in negative relation, ﬂow does not follow this pat-
tern. There is hardly a diffusion of information to more
than one length path showing low level of transitivity.
 Sparseness: Positive ties form very dense networks but neg-
ative networks are very sparse and usually form highly dis-
connected graphs which make centrality approaches (to ﬁnd
most central and inﬂuential node in network through which
most of the trafﬁc ﬂows) difﬁcult to apply.For example, in positive network, information can easily
diffuse from m to p through directed path m? n? p where
m is connected to n which is further connected to p but this
is not possible in negative networks. Because of these few rea-
sons, not all the standard approaches are applicable to nega-
tive relations.
Therefore, in this paper many new recent techniques that
are used for examining only negative ties are discussed. For
example, by using any strong negative node centrality measure,
we can analyze whether a person is chosen or ignored for pro-
motion in trust network of organization based upon high or
low score calculated through this measure [27]. Similarly,
potential victims of bullying can also be identiﬁed through
scores calculated by these measures and can plan interpolation
in early stages. In practical situations, both the positive and
negative ties exist in social networks. So, in order to analyze
the effect of these ties jointly on centrality scores of actors,
we must have measures that can examine both types of ties
simultaneously. Therefore, various such types of techniques
are explored, analyzed and compared on the basis of various
factors such as weightage of direct and indirect links, concept
used for analyzing ties and complexity. The focus of this paper
is to survey the social network analysis approaches for explor-
ing the techniques that are suitable for identifying the outsiders
or negative nodes of network. The study of identifying nega-
tive ties till date is carried out on small datasets of ofﬂine net-
works. Analyzing these ties on datasets of online social
networks is still an unexplored area.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the
standard methods of analyzing ties and checks their applicabil-
ity on negative ties; Section 3 consists of studying negative ties
through inﬂuence measures. Some new projected approaches
for interpreting negative ties by using standard measures are
discussed in Section 4. New measures of negative ties are ana-
lyzed in Section 5 followed by discussion and comparisons of
various mixed data measures in Section 6. The strengths and
weaknesses of all the discussed measures are summarized in
Section 7. Finally, the paper is concluded with some new future
directions in current ﬁeld. An attempt has been made to cover
important studies made in this ﬁeld but study in this paper
shall not be considered exhaustive in any sense.2. Standard methods
2.1. Analyzing ties through equivalence concepts
Network is deﬁned as a set of ordered pair of nodes exhibiting
relations. It is depicted by a graph, more generally a digraph
(directed graph). Relation is a speciﬁc type of tie existing
between nodes of graph usually represented by aRb and path
of tie is from a to b. To trap the intermingling of role relations
in social process or structure, the social ties are examined as
follows [28]:
a. Generation and elimination of social ties are com-
menced by other ties existing in network.
b. The impulses generated by individual nodes in network
lead to activation of social process (communication
among population).
Figure 1 Structural homomorphism, a b belongs to one role and
d and e are counterpart’s role.
24 M. Kaur, S. Singhc. The nature of tie between pair of persons or nodes
depends upon pattern that is followed by ties of that
type in network.
Symmetry is an important property of social relations
which says that for any nodes m, n and relation R, if mRn then
there must exist nRm. Friendly relations in social network are
also symmetric that is ‘‘Receiving and acknowledging the
friendly expectations projected to one by friend, is treated as
an intrinsic part of one’s own projection of same friendly
expectations to him, so long as all pairs in the population
are symmetric in this way” [28]. Symmetry is also present in
negative relations. Equivalent nodes in social network can be
described as nodes that are having similar pattern of relations
with other nodes of network and thus playing same roles and
positions. There are primarily three types of role or positional
equivalence exists in network as briefed below.
2.1.1. Structural equivalence
Different authors have deﬁned structural equivalence of nodes
in different ways. Lorrain and White [28] gave categorical
approach in which relations between the nodes that can be
compounded are called morphisms. Different types of relation
between nodes are coupled to form compound relation, for
example, one’s sister’s friend or one’s batch mate’s friend,
and these are composite of two relations R and S where R is
sister in ﬁrst case and batch mate in second case and S is friend
in both cases. The compound relation for any nodes a, b, c is
deﬁned as a(RS)c, if and only if aRb and bSc exist, where, R
and S relations are morphisms. Composition operations on
R and S to form RS and its graph on the set of nodes together
are known as a category. Category C constitutes 2 types of
classes CObj and CMor. Elements of class CObj are the nodes
in network also called objects and elements of CMor are the
morphisms exist between pair of nodes. They deﬁned concept
of category as composed of three stages: the objects, the mor-
phisms and composition of morphisms. On the basis of this
concept, Lorrain and White [28] deﬁned Structural Equiva-
lence as ‘‘Objects a, b of category C are structurally equivalent
if, for any morphismM and any object x of C, aMx if and only
if bMx, and xMa if and only if xMb.” This means any nodes a,
b are structurally equivalent if node a relates to any other node
x in the network with relation M which also exists between b
and x. Thus, both the nodes a, b are completely equivalent
and thus are substitutable [28].
Another deﬁnition of structural equivalence was given by
White and Reitz [25] in which they coined a concept of homo-
morphism as the mapping of points or nodes of graph to the
actors or nodes in the image of the graph. They deﬁned struc-
tural homomorphism as ‘‘There are some types of roles in net-
works in which it is expected that all the occupants of that role
should be identically connected to occupants of counterpart’s
role” [25] i.e. nodes a and b must belong to role 1 if they are
having same image after mapping through function f:
a
b

!f x ¼ fðaÞ ¼ fðbÞ
As well as d, e belong to role 2 as:
d
e

!f y ¼ fðdÞ ¼ fðeÞSuppose, if a node a is related to a node, say d and b are
related to node e, through a relation R then:
a R d
b R e
ðbelongs to one roleÞ relation ðcounterpart0s roleÞ
Also d, e are counterpart roles of a, b if aRd, aRe, bRe, and
bRd exist in network. Now structural homomorphism states
that all the members of role a, b should be related to all the
members of counterpart’s role d, e as well as to their own mem-
bers [25]. This can be represented pictorially as follows (see
Fig. 1).
The equivalence brought by structural homomorphism is
structural equivalence. Structural equivalence is then deﬁned
as ‘‘If G= hP, Ri where P is the ﬁnite set of points or nodes
of graph G and R is the relation on set of ordered pairs of
points or nodes, and  is an equivalence relation on P then
 is a structural relation if and only if for a, b, c e P where
a– b – c, a  b implies [25]:
i. aRb if and only if bRa;
ii. aRc if and only if bRc;
iii. cRa if and only if cRb and
iv. aRa implies aRb.”
According to this deﬁnition, structurally equivalent nodes
are related to each other with same relation R, which also
relates them to other nodes of network.
Yet, third deﬁnition is given by Everett and Borgatti [26] as
two vertices or nodes a and b of digraph are considered struc-
turally equivalent if and only if Ni(a) = Ni(b) and No(a)
= No(b). Here, Ni(a) is the in-neighborhood of vertex a, i.e.
a set of vertices or nodes from which a receives connections;
No(a) is the out-neighborhood of vertex a i.e. the set of vertices
which receives connections from a. They described that if in
and out-neighborhood set of any two vertices is same then
those vertices are structurally equivalent. All the three descrip-
tions explained same concept which can be briefed as: ‘‘Any
nodes m, n are structurally equivalent if both nodes are having
same type of ties to same nodes in network.”
Clearly, this equivalence of nodes can possibly occur in pos-
itive ties network such as school environment in which two
teachers say, A and B teach same set of students {E, C, D}
in same school, then A and B are structural equivalent nodes
in network of school with positive tie existing between teacher
and students. Here, if we interchange their positions as they
are teachers in same network of students there is no effect
on structure of network. In case of negative ties such as
bullying, it is possible to have any nodes A and B bullying a
Figure 2 Colored graph with name of vertices written in circles
and color of vertex written outside circle. Regular equivalent
nodes are colored with same color.
Figure 3 Image digraph with name of vertices written inside
ovals is colors of vertices of digraph written outside ovals.
Negative ties in social networks 25group of students {M, N, P} who are potential victims. Now,
A and B are considered to be structurally equivalent as they are
having same ties with same group of students and {M, N, P}
are structurally equivalent to one another as victims of bully-
ing having abhorrent relation with candidates of bullying
{A, B}. These nodes A and B are expected to have similar roles
and positions in the network. Thus this equivalence is also pos-
sible in negative ties network.
2.1.2. Regular equivalence
This concept is used in graph theory for nodes which are show-
ing equivalence in terms of their connections and relations to
other nodes or actors in a graph. Many authors have deﬁned
regular equivalence by considering different concepts used in
graph. This term was ﬁrst used by White and Reitz [25] using
concept of homomorphism. They stated regular homomor-
phism as ‘‘In role systems it is expected that all the occupants
of one role should be identically connected to occupants of
their counterpart’s role” [25]. Here, each member should be
connected to at least one member of counterpart’s role but
condition of connection to every member of counterpart role,
as in case of structural homomorphism, is not necessary in this
type. In continuation with previous example, regular homo-
morphism only requires:
a !R d
b !R e
Cross connection of a to e and b to d in this mapping is not
necessary. The equivalence brought by regular homomorphism
is regular equivalence which was deﬁned as ‘‘If G= hP, Ri
where P is a set of points and R is relation between ordered
pair of nodes,  is an equivalence relation on P, then  is a
regular equivalence if and only if for all a, b, c e P, a  b
implies [25]:
i. aRc implies there exists d e P such that bRd and d  c
and
ii. cRa implies there exists d e P such that dRb and d  c.”
According to this, points in graph are considered regular
equivalent points if they are related to their corresponding
equivalents with same relation R. Everett and Borgatti [26]
used concept of regular coloration to highlight various results
known about regular equivalence. They deﬁned directed graph
or digraph as d(v, e) where v is set of vertices and e is set of
edges and also introduced in-neighborhood, out-
neighborhood of vertex j as Ni(j) and No(j). Coloration in
digraph D was described as allocating different colors to ver-
tices. Regular coloration exists if and only if for all m, n e v:
C(m) = C(n) implies [26]
i. C(Ni(m)) = C(Ni(n)) and
ii. C(No(m)) = C(No(n))
That is, if the color of vertices in digraph is same then its in-
neighborhood and out-neighborhood must have same set of
colors. Such coloration is regular in nature and brings regular
equivalence among nodes of graph. They also used image
digraph d0 to generate set of equivalent classes which contain
regular equivalent vertices. The image digraph is d0(C(v), e0)
where C(v) is a set of colors of vertices in d as labels of verticesin d0 and e0 are set of edges that exist between pair of vertices if
and only if nodes of that colors in d are adjacent to each other
[26]. For example, consider a graph of ﬁve vertices connected
to each other through directed links in Fig. 2. Vertices with
overlapping set of in- or out-neighborhood vertices are colored
with same color and rest with different colors. The name of
vertex is written inside circle and color of vertex is written out-
side. Above coloration is regular as the colors of in-neighbors
of 4 and 2 are red and yellow and those of out-neighbors are
yellow for both. Similarly, colors of in-neighbors of 1 and 5
are red and yellow and colors of out-neighbors are green and
red for both. Image digraph D is shown in Fig. 3.
There is an edge from vertex red to green because node 1 is
connected to node 2 and node 5–4. This image digraph divides
5 vertices into set of 3 equivalent classes in which every node is
regularly equivalent to each other (for example node 1 and
node 5).
Both the statements explained that regular equivalent
points or vertices in graph are the one that are connected to
their corresponding equivalents with single relation R. In ﬁrst
case, when R is a positive tie, like father and son relationship,
then possibly there can exist regularly equivalent nodes or per-
sons a and b belonging to regular set of fathers such that a is a
father of c and b is father of d, where c and d are the members
of regular equivalent set of sons. In case of negative tie net-
work where nodes are negatively connected, like gossip net-
work at workplace in which A gossips about C and B
gossips about D due to some conﬂicts over a project directed
26 M. Kaur, S. Singhby all of them. Here A and B are both acting as regular equiv-
alent nodes having similar type of relations to their equivalents
C and D in a group.
2.1.3. Automorphic equivalence
The concept of automorphism was ﬁrst used by Lorrain and
White [28] in context of social networks. They used the term
endomorphism, which are self-loops in directed graph d(v, e)
representing the node’s consciousness about its locus in social
network structure. Endomorphisms were used as an important
notion to identify group of nodes with which a node in net-
work is most likely to be associated [28]. The more desired
statement was given by Everett and Borgatti [26], ‘‘Automor-
phism is any permutation P on set of vertices v so that adja-
cency will remain preserved after permutation”, i.e. (m, n) e e
(set of edges in d) if and only if (P(m), P(n)) e e. Consider
the graph in Fig. 2, P(1) = 5, P(2) = 4, P(4) = 2, P(5)
= 1. Then automorphic equivalence can be stated as ‘‘two ver-
tices m and n of digraph D are considered automorphically
equivalent if and only if there exists an automorphism P such
that P(m) = n” [26].
This notion of equivalence can be used in positive network,
consider two branches of school as social network with A as a
principal of group of teachers {M, N, P} in ﬁrst branch and B
as a principal of group of teachers {U, V,W} in second branch.
D is the director of both branches of school. A and B are auto-
morphically equivalent to each other as shown in Fig. 4. If
director decides to move A to branch 1 and B to branch 2, then
this transfer cannot take place without exchanging group of
teachers in order to preserve relations in structure of network.
Similarly, in negative ties network of bullying, it is possible
that nodes A and B bullying two different groups of pupils
are considered automorphically equivalent and if we permute
their positions in network along with group of pupils the struc-
ture of network remains unchanged.
From this discussion it is clear, that all general concepts
and theories of equivalence of nodes are applicable to both
positive and negative ties and help in analyzing the pattern
of ﬂows and structure of nodes in network.
2.2. Analyzing ties through statistical techniques
As all equivalence concepts are equally applicable to both
types of ties, there exist other methods known as statisticalFigure 4 Network of School branches, in which nodes represent
the designation at different levels.techniques such as QAP correlation [29], regression [30], and
ERGM. that are used to check the similarity or correlation
among various measures. These approaches could be used
for analyzing both types of ties but the model required for cor-
relation may differ. For example, positive relation of friend-
ship with colleagues within organization can be positively
correlated with sameness of states to which they belong as well
as with promotion on job as these colleagues may help in pro-
viding critical information and references. Similarly, negative
relations of disliking with colleagues at job can be positively
correlated with demotion in organization structure as col-
leagues may provide negative feedback about a person to
higher authority. However, the sameness of state to which they
belong would not necessarily be positively correlated with neg-
ative relations. The only difference between the required mod-
els of correlation of both ties is promotion and demotion of an
employee. Rest all factors such as sameness of language, state
or region, and age can be modeled in same manner for both
negative and positive relations. The exponential random graph
model (ERGM) framework is also suitable for negative ties
but the sparseness of negative data matrix causes problem in
calculation of correlation and makes ERGM software
packages less relevant [31]. Therefore, different models or
conﬁgurations should be developed for better analyzing
negative tie networks.2.3. Analyzing ties through centrality measures
The word ‘centrality’ refers to the central element, item or
actor in any domain of knowledge. The usage of term central-
ity in different domains by researchers refers to ﬁnding impor-
tant elements which reﬂect signiﬁcant properties of domain.
The centrality was used in human communication paths ﬁrstly
by Bavelas [32]. The research experiment of centrality was con-
ducted at Group network Laboratory, M.I.T. in 1940s by
Leavitt [33] and Smith [34]. The results showed that efﬁciency
of group in problem solving is affected by centrality [35].
Despite of its application in group problem solving, it was also
used by Cohn and Marriott [36] to integrate large, heteroge-
neous and diverse social culture of country such as India and
to administer its social cultures politically. After this, the con-
cept of centrality was analyzed by Pitts [37] for its usage in
urban development by reconstructing river transportation net-
work in central Russia. Centrality can also be used in design of
large organization by combining central units of various small
organizations to form one large unit as examined by Beau-
champ [38] and Mackenzie [39]. Further Rogers [40] suggested
that centrality for organization could be computed from the
characteristics of the ﬁrm and properties of communication
network of ﬁrm. Beside these application areas, concept of cen-
trality plays an important role in social networks. It was used
to ﬁnd most central and inﬂuential node in network through
which most of the trafﬁc ﬂows and this node controls what
type of information should diffuse into network. The measures
to ﬁnd centrality of node depend upon structural properties of
network and they make use of ﬂows to examine these charac-
teristics [41].
Various terms are used in centrality measures that can be
briefed as follows:
Consider Fig. 5: it depicts a graph consisting of labeled
points and edges. This graph can be visualized as a social
Figure 5 Graph of a network with vertices depicting nodes and
edge referring to communication link between the pair of nodes.
Figure 6 Star network of nodes. Node 1 has highest value of
centrality possible in any network of nine nodes.
Negative ties in social networks 27network in which persons are connected to each other through
edges of graph.
i. Node: a point in a graph corresponds to each person or
actor in network. Like 1, 2, 3 etc.
ii. Degree: maximum number of connections from a given
point to all other points in network. For example, degree
of point (3) = 3 and point (1) = 4.
iii. Link: an edge in a graph corresponds to each communi-
cation link that connects a pair of persons in network.
iv. Path: sequence of edges between pair of points. For
example: path between 5 and 2 is 5? 4? 3? 2, and
these three edges constitute a path.
v. Cycle: a path starting from and ending at same point
like 1? 2? 3? 1.
vi. Connected graph: When each point is reachable from
every other point in graph.
vii. Geodesic: a shortest path between a pair of points, like
four paths between 1 and 4 exist: 1? 6? 5? 4; 1?
2? 3? 4; 1? 3? 4; 1? 4. From these paths last
one 1? 4 is geodesic.
There are broadly two types of centralities categorized by
Freeman [41]:
a. Point centrality: Point centrality can be described by
central position of star or hub which is considered as
the most central position possible in any network, like
position of node 1 in Fig. 6. According to Freeman
‘‘A person located in the center of a star is universally
assumed to be structurally more central than any other
person in any other position in any other network of
similar size” [41]. And thus it came out that central point
of star should possess three properties to become most
central, that are [41]:
i. It should have maximum degree in the network.
ii. It should lie on maximum possible number of geode-
sics between different pair of points in network.
iii. It should be maximally close to all other points by
locating at minimum distance from them.
b. Graph centrality: Graph is basically a set of points
depicting a social network. The centrality concept is
extended to be used in graph and is associated with com-
pactness of graph. Freeman deﬁned compactness as ‘‘Agraph should be compact to a degree that the distances
between pair of points are short and this graph theoretic
conception is extended to social networks and renamed
as graph centrality” [41]. Graph centrality measures
are based upon difference between centrality of other
points and the most central point in the network or
graph. Freeman [41] suggested that measures of graph
centrality must contain some features:
i. They must include the value by which centrality of
most central node exceeds the centrality of other
nodes.
ii. They must express the ratio of computed excess
to the maximum possible value of differences in
centrality of nodes.
Expression of measures of graph centrality must satisfy the
following condition:
CX ¼
Pn
i¼1CXðpÞ  CXðpiÞ
max
Pn
i¼1CXðpÞ  CXðpiÞ
ð1Þ
CX(pi) = centrality of node i. CX(p
*) = largest value of cen-
trality of any node in network.
Denominator gives the maximum value of sum of difference
between centralities for a graph of n nodes. Both of point and
graph centralities can be computed by using three measures:
Degree, Betweenness and Closeness.
2.3.1. Degree centrality
Point centrality was ﬁrst deﬁned in terms of degree of a point
as ‘‘count of number of points to which a given point is con-
nected or adjacent to”. Referring to Fig. 5, degree of node 3
is three, degree of node 5 is two and so on. This conception
of degree was introduced by many researchers as mentioned
in Table 1. They all deﬁned degree as point centrality in terms
of human social networks as ‘‘person who permits direct con-
nection to most other persons in social networks should be
seen as focal point of communication where information of
network ﬂow through” [37,40,42–49]. But this deﬁnition was
further realized useless as it did not consider graph size or
longest geodesic in the graph that can be used to compare
point centrality score over different graph sizes. Nieminen
Table 1 Comparisons of different measures of centrality.
Type of centrality Proposed by Year Field Description of
measure
Usage Type of ﬂow Type of walk structure
Degree centrality M.F. Shaw 1954 Analyzing group structure It deﬁnes centrality
as the number of
direct links of
1-length that a node
has with their
neighboring node
Concerned with
communication
activity in network
Parallel Duplication.
For Example:
E-mail Broadcast,
Attitude inﬂuencing,
Money Exchange
Path, Trail, Walk
C. Faucheux and S. Moscovici 1960 Social inﬂuence
W.L. Garrison 1960 Interstate highway
K.D. Mackenzie 1966 Communication networks
F.R. Pitts 1965 Communication paths in urban
development
D.L. Rogers 1974 Inter-organizational relations
J.A. Czepiel 1974 Diﬀusion of technological
innovation
J. Nieminen 1973 Centrality in graph
1974
Y. Kajitani and T. Maruyama 1976 Assessment of communication
networks
L.C. Freeman 1979 Centrality in social networks
Betweenness
centrality
A. Bavelas 1948 Group structure It deﬁnes centrality
as number of
shortest paths
between pair of
nodes on which a
given node lie
Concerned with
control of
communication
Transfer e.g. Packet
Delivery system
Geodesic
M.E. Shaw 1954 Behavior of individual in small
group
B.S. Cohn and M. Marroit 1958 Integration of Indian Civilization
L.C. Freeman 1979 Centrality in social networks
Closeness centrality A. Bavelas 1950 Communication patterns in
groups
It deﬁnes centrality
of a node as the
inverse of sum of
minimum shortest
paths from all other
nodes in network
Concerned with
independence and
eﬃciency in
spreading message
Transfer e.g. Packet
Delivery
Geodesic
M.A. Beauchamp 1965 Eﬃciency of organization
G. Sabidussi 1966 Centrality index in graph
R. L. Moxley and
N. F. Moxley
1974 Uncontrived social network Parallel Duplication
e.g. gossip process
Path
Trail
WalkD.L. Rogers 1974 Inter-organizational relations
L.C. Freeman 1979 Centrality in social networks
Eigenvector centrality P. Bonacich 1972 Social networks It deﬁnes centrality
of node as
proportional to the
sum of centrality of
neighboring nodes
Concerned with
Inﬂuencing System
Parallel duplication
e.g. Attitude
Inﬂuencing
Unrestricted walks
Four measures of centrality are compared on the basis of their usage in performing speciﬁc activities, type of ﬂow they follow and type of walk structure permitted by each measure to ﬂow things
through network.
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Negative ties in social networks 29[48] provided deﬁnite measure of degree centrality in terms of
number of adjacencies as
CDðpkÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
aðpi; pkÞ ð2Þ
where a(pi, pk)=1 if pi and pk are connected else 0. This mea-
sure is partially a function of size of network. But the absolute
count of activity of node may not be desirable for most of
applications. So, in order to remove effect of network size, it
was normalized by Freeman [41] to get relative centrality i.e.
C0D ¼
Pn
i¼1aðpi; pkÞ
n 1 ð3Þ
Degree centrality indicates the potential communication
activity of a node in network. Graph centrality in terms of
degree of graph was given by Freeman [41] as
CD ¼
Pn
i¼1 CDðpÞ  CDðpiÞ½ 
n2  3nþ 2 ð4Þ
The maximum possible value of denominator is (n  2)
(n  1) = n2  3n+ 2 where n is the number of nodes in net-
work. Degree centrality is the measure to calculate immediate
risk of getting infected in network of infected nodes in one time
period from directly connected infected node [50]. As shown in
Table 1, degree measure is used in parallel duplication ﬂows
and thus appropriate for walk based processes [51]. In positive
tie network, degree measures are used to calculate popularity
of node i.e. the node that is receiving more number of positive
ties from other nodes in network (high in-degree) and sending
many ties to other nodes (high out-degree) is the most liked
person in network. Similarly, interpretation can also be made
in negative ties network of disliking relationships to identify
the most disliked individual in the network who is receiving
more number of negative ties from all other individuals.
Degree based graph centralization can be used in negative tie
network to ﬁnd the decrease in group cohesion due to the pres-
ence of negative relations of disliking and distrust. Degree cen-
trality is the only measure out of three that can be used in both
positive and negative networks because degree of a node is
independent of ﬂows and calculated on the basis of number
of direct connections. However, this measure cannot calculate
the centrality possessed by a node due to the presence of other
nodes at more than one length path [31].
2.3.2. Betweenness centrality
Betweenness as a measure of point centrality can be stated as
the number of counts with which a point lies in between the
shortest paths or geodesics linking pairs of points. This mea-
sure is based upon assumption that information ﬂows only
along shortest paths connecting pair of points in network
[41]. Such a node falling on most of the geodesics in network
is considered to be central and controls transmission of infor-
mation in group thus acts as its coordinator [36,52] For exam-
ple in Fig. 6, in star network center node 1 is the most central
node as it lies on all the geodesics connecting all pairs of nodes
in network. Betweenness of a point can be determined easily
but when there exist multiple geodesics between pair of points
then partial betweenness is used in the form of probabilities
[41]. For example there are two geodesics between nodes 2
and 5 in Fig. 5: 5? 4? 3? 2; 5? 6? 1? 2. Here, proba-
bility of using any path out of two is ø. Let’s take random nodesay, 3. The probability of this point to occur on randomly
selected geodesic path between 2 and 5 is ø * 1.
This can be mathematically written as
aijðpkÞ ¼
mijðpkÞ
mij
ð5Þ
where mij is number of geodesics between points i and j and
mij(pk) is the number of geodesics between i and j that contain
point pk. Now, betweenness centrality of point pk can be writ-
ten as [41]
CBðpkÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
Xn
j¼1
aijðpkÞ ð6Þ
where i< j, n is the number of nodes in network. CB(pk) = 1
when there is only one geodesic between pair of nodes that
contain node pk. As the frequency of occurrence of pk on geo-
desic increases, the value of CB(pk) increases. CB(pk) is the
absolute count which seems least interesting for most of the
applications. Therefore, for getting the relative count it was
normalized by Freeman as [41]
C0B ¼
2
Pn
i¼1
Pn
j¼1aijðpkÞ
n2  3nþ 2 ð7Þ
where (n2  3n+ 2)/2 is maximum possible value of between-
ness of node pk in a graph of n nodes. In case of graph central-
ity, betweenness was deﬁned by Freeman as ‘‘average
difference between centrality of the most central point CB(p
*)
and all other points” [41]:
CB ¼
Pn
i¼1 CBðpÞ  CBðpiÞ½ 
ðn2  3nþ 2Þðn 1Þ ð8Þ
Betweenness is considered as a measure for control of com-
munication with central point controlling the stream of infor-
mation passing through network. CB measures of betweenness
were imposed to two restrictions:
i. These measures were deﬁned on simple binary graphs
which did not include quantitative attributes and gener-
ally evaluate relations in social networks such as
strength of relationship based on number of interactions
[53].
ii. These measures primarily considered only geodesic
paths for information ﬂow while in practical situations
message is usually passed on random path or intention-
ally selected path by end nodes [54].
Due to above stated reasons, Freeman et al. [53] suggested a
new measure of betweenness based on Ford and Fulkerson
model on valued graph in which value is assigned to each edge
in the graph of network. They related this value to the strength
of social linkage i.e. amount of interactions specifying the time
they spent with each other or any other social settings. These
attributes were numbered by values or labels of edges. The
concept of capacity of channel depicted by proximity function
C was stated as the total amount of information that can be
passed through communication links. fij is the amount of infor-
mation passing through that channel link and cij is capacity of
channel linking i and j. The relation between them deﬁned by
Freeman et al. is as follows [53]:
fij < cij ð9Þ
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channels linking the points through direct or indirect paths.
In Fig. 7, the path from Xi to Xj is a direct path and the
paths via Xk and Xm are indirect paths to reach Xj from Xi.
Freeman et al. used Ford and Fulkerson model [55–57], in
which originator of information is called source Xi and receiver
of information is called sink Xj. This model posed two restric-
tions on ﬂow between Xi and Xj:
i. Flow coming out of Xi should be equal to ﬂow going
into Xj.
ii. Flow coming in each intermediary node Xk or Xm con-
necting Xi to Xj should be equal to ﬂow out of them.
On the basis of these restrictions i  j cut sets were deﬁned.
Each cut set Eij contains an edge from each and every direct
and indirect path between Xi and Xj, i.e. if we remove any edge
of Eij from graph then Xi and Xj become unreachable. The
capacity of i  j cut set is total sum of capacities of each edge
in the set [53]. The capacity of edge which is lowest in i  j cut
set is termed as minimum cut capacity and maximum amount
of ﬂow from Xi to Xj should be less than this minimum cut
capacity [57]. In context of betweenness model in valued
graph, Xk is standing between pair of points Xi and Xj, as seen
in Fig. 7, such that maximum ﬂow between them passes
through Xk, depicted by mij(Xk). CF(Xk) is the maximum ﬂow
between all the pair of points in graph that passes through Xk
as deﬁned by Freeman et al. [53]:
CFðXkÞ ¼
Xn
i
Xn
j
mijðXkÞ where i < j: ð10Þ
To normalize this value, it is divided by total ﬂows between
all the pairs in network excluding Xk. Then above equation
becomes
C0F ¼
Pn
i
Pn
j mijðXkÞPn
i
Pn
j mij
ð11Þ
Through this measure centralization of graph determined
by [53] is given as
CF ¼
Pn
i¼1 C
0
FðXÞ  C0FðXkÞ
 
n 1 ð12Þ
where CF is the average of sum of differences between central-
ities of most central point and other points. The measures of
betweenness have focus on frequency of arrival of packets.
Betweenness measure of centrality is used in different types
of network ﬂows in which it takes two assumptions. First, itFigure 7 Xi is source, Xj is sink and information between them
may ﬂow through direct path or through Xk or Xm titled as
indirect paths.considers trafﬁc as indivisible that can transfer from one node
to another but cannot present at two places at one time
through duplication. Second, trafﬁc can take only shortest
paths and ﬂows have predeﬁned origin and target. From
Table 1, betweenness is used in packet delivery process in
which packet is indivisible, present at one place at any time
and can move through transfer on shortest possible path pre-
determined by process [51]. Betweenness measures can be used
in positive ties where high level of transitivity and ﬂow of
information exist. But as discussed, ﬂow of resources is absent
in negative tie networks; therefore, it becomes very difﬁcult to
calculate betweenness measures in such type of networks [31].
2.3.3. Closeness centrality
In order to ﬁnd central point or node in network, one another
view can also be considered in which the point having mini-
mum distance i.e. close to all other points in network is called
central node. This node does not depend upon other nodes to
deliver its message or information. Take example of star net-
work of Fig. 6. In this, node 1 is able to deliver its message
to all other nodes by itself whereas node 2 depends upon node
1 to relay its message and it is same for all other nodes [35].
This property of independence of central point is known as
‘closeness’ of a point. Closeness based measures were intro-
duced by many researchers [35,38,40,58,59] as mentioned in
Table 1 but the most predominant and revealing measure
was given by Sabidussi [58]. He deﬁned centrality of node as
inverse of the sum of geodesics from a point to all other points
in network. The measure given by Sabidussi can be written as
[58]
CcðpkÞ1 ¼
Xn
i¼1
dðpi; pkÞ ð13Þ
d(pi, pk) is number of edges in the geodesic from pi to pk and
Cc(pk)
1 increases when distance between pk and other nodes
in network increases or closeness of pk decreases with increas-
ing distance and vice versa. If graph becomes disconnected
then d(pi, pk) tends to be inﬁnite and closeness approaches
zero. The Cc(pk)
1 is dependent on graph size and gives abso-
lute count. So to normalize it, Freeman divided it by n  1 [41]:
CcðpkÞ ¼
n 1Pn
i¼1dðpi; pkÞ
ð14Þ
In terms of graph centrality closeness was measured by
Freeman as [41]
Cc ¼
Pn
i¼1 CcðpÞ  CcðpkÞ½ 
ðn2  3nþ 2Þðn 1Þ ð15Þ
In case of closeness centrality, maximum closeness can be
achieved in star or wheel network and minimum in complete
graph in which all the points are homogenous with no differ-
ence in their centrality. Closeness can also be interpreted as
expected arrival time of something ﬂowing through network
only if it ﬂows along shortest path [51]. If raw closeness score
of node is low then node is having short distance from other
nodes and receives ﬂow early. Closeness as an index of central-
ity is used only in processes that follow shortest paths in net-
work, such as packet delivery process, or follow parallel
duplication where things ﬂow parallel through all possible
paths, as evident from Table 1. In latter case, closeness does
not indicate the reception speed as all possible paths are
Negative ties in social networks 31traversed, including shortest paths, like in gossip process in
which it cannot be determined who receives information and
in what order [51]. Also closeness can be computed only in
connected graph with ﬂow-based network [41]. Therefore, this
measure can easily be applied on positive ties where transitivity
of ﬂow is maximum, like friends of friends are friends. But in
case of negative ties networks, which are usually represented
by disconnected graphs, closeness becomes zero as nodes are
not reachable from one another. And also things do not ﬂow
for more than one length path in negative ties, so closeness
is difﬁcult to compute for node centrality [31].
All the three centralities are three different views on struc-
tural properties of graph inferred by Freeman [41].2.3.4. Eigenvector centrality
This centrality measure was proposed by Bonacich [60].
According to him, centrality or popularity score of a node is
proportional to the sum of centralities of nodes to which it is
connected. It corresponds to the eigenvector of adjacency
matrix W of network:
ðW kIÞS ¼ 0 ð16Þ
where k is the eigenvalue and S is the eigenvector. For ﬁnding
appropriate scores, k should be the largest eigenvalue of the
matrix. This measure was deﬁned for only symmetric matrices
and for relations such as friendship that is naturally symmet-
ric. Matrix W should contain value between 0 and 1. If two
persons are friends then Wij = 1, else 0. For exploring differ-
ent measures of centrality three approaches were given by
Bonacich which explained signiﬁcance of using eigenvector
as centrality measure [60,61].
i. Factor analysis approach:
It suggests that status scores of each actor in network can
be calculated by column vector S called the ﬁrst principal
component factor of W, which is also the eigenvector
corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of matrix W. The lar-
gest eigenvalue is standardized because it represents the length
of eigenvector. By factor analysis, clique structure in network
can be identiﬁed.
Clique is the group in the network in which every mem-
ber is related directly or indirectly to other members of
same group and the relations are not extended outside the
group. The factor corresponding to each clique has zero
or positive values for their elements. Zero value is for
non-member of clique and positive value for member of cli-
que. The individual having high value in factor is the one
who is most popular in their cliques. The amount of vari-
ance among different factors for each clique depends upon
the magnitude of eigenvalue corresponding to eigenvector
of popularity scores i.e. larger the eigenvalue, better the
eigenvector for analyzing relationships in the clique struc-
ture and vice-versa.
ii. Convergence of inﬁnite sequence of status scores:
The simple measure for calculating centrality or popularity,
as in case of degree based measure, is the number of friends
that a person has. It is called ﬁrst order measure. This process
can be extended by multiplying each person’s choice to select
others as friends with number of friends others have and istermed as second order measure. It can be improved further
by multiplying each person’s choice with second order mea-
sure. It is named as third order measure and so on. Bonacich
[60] expressed this sequence as
S1 ¼ WS0 as first order measure where S0
is column vector of ones; ð17Þ
S2 ¼ WS1 ¼ W2S0 as second order measure; ð18Þ
S3 ¼ WS2 ¼ W2S1 ¼ W3S0 as third order; ð19Þ
and therefore; Sm ¼ WmS0 as mthorder: ð20Þ
This sequence tends to inﬁnity. So to converge it, small
modiﬁcation was made i.e. each measure was divided by the
k1, largest eigenvalue of matrix W:
S1 ¼ ðW=k1ÞS0 ð21Þ
Hence; Sm ¼ ðWm=km1 ÞS0 ð22Þ
He proved that Sm converges to eigenvector of k1. This
result is same as the output of factor analysis approach. But
Sm is converged to give popularity scores of only the largest cli-
que in the network. The smaller cliques and isolates, who are
non-members of clique, are scored zero.
iii. Solution of linear equations
In order to ﬁnd popularity of each person in the network,
Bonacich weighted other person’s contribution to it by their
popularity scores. He generated system of linear equations
for unknown scores as [60]
Si ¼ Wi1S1 þWi2S2 þWi3S3 þ . . . :: ð23Þ
This was generalized as S=WS in matrix form which gave
(W  I)S= 0. For ﬁnding solution of linear equation, deter-
minant of |W  I|=0. Bonacich made slight modiﬁcation that
did not affect the model but provided a solution to equation as
kSi ¼ Wi1S1 þWi2S2 þWi3S3 þ . . . :: ð24Þ
In matrix form, kS=WS. It can be written as (W  kI)
S= 0. This is similar to eigenvector (ﬁnding) problem where
k is largest eigenvalue of W and S is eigenvector.
All the three approaches of identifying different aspects of
weighted popularity score of actors in network gave the same
solution. On this basis, the eigenvector of largest eigenvalue
can be considered as a measure of centrality or popularity
which is the weighted sum of direct as well as indirect paths
of any length to a node in network. This measure is also
known as inﬂuence measure in which a node inﬂuences all of
its neighbors and they further inﬂuence other nodes. From
Table 1, eigenvector allows trafﬁc to move through unre-
stricted walks as it counts the walks of all lengths originating
from a node. It is also appropriate for measuring the long term
direct and indirect risk of getting infected in virus network [50]
and is used in parallel duplication processes such as attitude
inﬂuencing [51]. This measure is same as degree based mea-
sures but only difference is that degree measures account for
walk of one length and in eigenvector walk can be of inﬁnite
length. Eigenvector centrality is usually used in networks
where degree of nodes varies widely such as low degree node
is connected to high degree node. Due to this frequent range
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each node with respect to its neighboring nodes. In networks
where degree of nodes does not vary, eigenvector is as good
as vector with elements representing each node’s degree.
Degree based measures are able to work only on simple graph
with binary relations between vertices whereas eigenvector cen-
trality measures are used on signed and valued graphs [62]. The
variety of complex ﬂows can be analyzed with eigenvector cen-
trality. There are many variants of measures based on eigen-
vector that accounts for its usage for analyzing different
indices. For example, status measure can be calculated in pos-
itive and negative networks by forming cliques based on values
of eigenvector of adjacency matrix [63] and power can be
assessed in negatively connected bargaining networks by using
concept of eigenvector [64]. Therefore, this measure can suit-
ably be applied on negative and positive ties network.
3. Influence measures
Besides centrality measures discussed yet, the ties or relations
in social network can also be analyzed on the basis of degree
of inﬂuence, i.e. how much node A gets affected or inﬂuenced
through relations with node B in network. This can be com-
puted by considering all the connections between them in the
network. Unlike the previous measures, that determine the
centrality of nodes through geodesics (i.e. shortest paths) only,
inﬂuence measures consider total number of walks between
pair of actors. These types of measures provide relative power
or status of a person in a network by accounting all length
paths between pair of nodes. But different length paths (such
as, 1-length path and 10-length path) cannot be weighted
equally for computing inﬂuence i.e. a weight depending on
length of path should be assigned to each link so that shorter
paths get more weights and longer length paths weighted con-
siderably less. On basis of this weight, three different measures
were developed: Katz [65], Hubbell measure [66] and Bonacich
power measure [64].
3.1. Katz measure
Before 1953, all status measures were considering only number
of choices received by an actor as an index of calculating sta-
tus. However, it provides idea about the high status nodes in
network, but correct ordering could not be decided alone on
the basis of number of choices or links received by a node.
Katz [65] then proposed a new status/inﬂuence measure in
view to allow not only direct links received by an individual
but also popularity or status of individuals sending links to
him to be included in his score. Further, the status of each,
who has link with these individuals in turn, should also be used
for calculating scores in social network. If social network data
are represented by a matrix W, also known as choice matrix,
then value of each element of matrix Wij represent actor i
chooses actor j with condition applicable that W should be
positive symmetric matrix [67]. W matrix contains one length
path between nodes as its elements whereas power n of W
has the number of n-length path chains between pair of actors
as elements. This means W2ij ¼
Pn
m¼1WimWmj where each
component WimWmj = 1 only if i chooses m and m chooses
j, forming a two length path andW2ij element of matrix containnumber of such two length paths [68]. The sum of all the ele-
ments of column j in W gives the number of direct choices of
j by other individuals. Similarly, column sums of W2 give
two-step choices, W3 gives three step choices of individual j
and so on. Katz deﬁned a measure of status by adding the
direct, two-step, three-step etc. choices of individual j by giving
lesser weights to increasing order of choices so that probability
of longer chains participation be less in computation of status
score. Let a be the attenuation factor of W that is the weight
assigned to a single link or edge. W contains 1-length path
or single links; therefore, its attenuation is a. Similarly, W2
contains two consecutive links, so its attenuation is a * a,
weight of W3 is a3 and so on. The end matrix contains sum
of all length paths as derived by Katz [65]:
T ¼ aWþ a2W2 þ a3W3 þ . . . þ akWk ¼ ðI aWÞ1 ð25Þ
T is the resultant matrix, attenuation factor ‘a’ taken in this
case, should be such that k1 < 1/a< 2k1 where k1 is absolute
magnitude of largest eigenvalue of matrix W and its value
depends upon the group of individuals to which information
is transmitted. Through Katz measure, most inﬂuential node
or individual in positive tie network can be found who has con-
nections with most of the other individuals and can inﬂuence
or affect other individuals with his decisions or activities.
The major conclusion drawn by Katz was that the status of
individual in network depends not only on number of direct
links but also on the status of next to direct links. For example,
it can be possible that nodes B and D having 5 and 4 direct
links are of low status as compared to node A which has only
two immediate links with B and D. This happens because A is
connected to two nodes that are high status nodes in network
and node A inﬂuences all other nodes in network through these
two nodes and thus obtains highest status in the network,
whereas B and D get comparatively less score. As shown in
Table 2, Katz measure can be applied in parallel duplication
ﬂow processes and generally follows walks of inﬁnity length
[51]. This index was not interpreted to be applied on network
that has negative relations as it depends upon ﬂow in the net-
work and its value depends upon how many well-connected
nodes are immediately connected to a node. It is concluded
by Everett and Borgatti [31] that ‘‘In negative ties the value
of measure that ﬂow through networks is analyzed rather than
a ﬂow of resources as opposed to positive ties network in
which value of something ﬂowing through network is analyzed
through centrality measures”. But Katz only tried to capture
the value of something ﬂowing through network of symmetric
relations such as friendships.
3.2. Hubbell measure
Hubbell [66] interpreted the ﬂow of inﬂuence through interper-
sonal links in social networks as input and output channels. He
analyzed the association of dyads or pair of nodes in network
for identiﬁcation of cliques as well as measuring the contribu-
tion to the status of individual by other persons present in the
network that is through computing dyadic inﬂuence. The index
proposed by Hubbell has structural as well as functional signif-
icance. The structural signiﬁcance of index is in identifying cli-
ques and functional signiﬁcance is in computation of status
scores. He considered the structure matrix W (same as choice
matrix W in Katz measure) in which Wij = 1 if j chooses i
Table 2 Characteristics of three inﬂuence measures.
Type of inﬂuence measure Katz inﬂuence Hubbell inﬂuence Bonacich power
Proposed by L. Katz C. H. Hubbell P. Bonacich
Year 1953 1965 1987
Expression of status scores t= ((I  aC)  I)1 h=(I  bW)1E b= (I  bR)1R1
Attenuation factor 1/a< k1 b is the fractional weight assigned
to entries of matrix
|b| < 1/k1
where k1 is the characteristic root
of C
k1 is the largest eigenvalue of
matrix R
Type of graph (symmetric/
asymmetric)
Only symmetric graphs Only symmetric graphs Both for symmetric and
asymmetric graphs
Type of network ties supported Interpreted only for positive ties
network
Interpreted for both positive and
negative ties (by varying signs of
value of b)
Both for positive and negative
ties networks
Relation between three measures t= h  1
t= bb
where t is Katz measure, h is Hubbell measure and b is Bonacich measure
Matrix used in measure Choice matrix C, Cij = 1
depicting actor i choosing actor j
Structure matrix W, Wij
depicting weights of links
between nodes that can be
positive, negative, zero or
fractional
Relationship matrix R, Rij
depicting values between 0 and 1
inclusive
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weight can be positive, negative or zero. All the powers of
structure matrix are used to consider the entire one to n-
length chains between pair of nodes. Hubbell [66] performed
summation of all powers of matrix and called it Y:
Y ¼ IþWþW2 þW3 þ . . . ð26Þ
This inﬁnite series can be converged by having fractional
weights in W structure matrix. As there exists two values for
each dyad yij and yji, index of association of dyads is deﬁned
as mij = mji =min(yij, yji) and used for identifying cliques by
discriminating inter-clique and intra-clique bounds. mij and
mji are the structural signiﬁcance of index. Functional signiﬁ-
cance was described by status score vector s. Let si be the status
score of ith member of group structure and is given as [66]
si ¼ ei þ wi1s1 þ wi2s2 þ wi3s3 þ . . . ð27Þ
where ei is the exogenous factor and wij is weight of link i to j.
In matrix form
S ¼ EþWS ¼ ðIWÞ1E ð28Þ
W is the structure matrix. Here, values of column vector E
are also known as boundary conditions for a system. It became
necessary to include E when open systems such as communica-
tion networks are considered. Status score column vector S is
deﬁned by Hubbell as [66]
S ¼ ðIþWþW2 þW3 . . .ÞE ð29Þ
The interpretation of Hubbell measure is slightly different
from Katz in which wij represent weight of inﬂuence of j on i
whereas in Katz wij represent the weight by which i chooses
j. Katz also ignored the boundary conditions in open system
as presence of E in Hubbell’s measure. The attenuation factor
in Hubbell measure is the fractional weights of structure
matrix W. These weights converge inﬁnite series of powers ofW. Katz did not include identity matrix in series for calcula-
tion of total number of walks between pair of nodes. Both
measures computed the ﬂow of inﬂuence in network. In
Hubbell’s structure matrix, negative values of weight of links
are allowed; therefore, it can be used to analyze both the
positive and negative relations in sociometric data. Hubbell
measure can be used in parallel duplication ﬂow processes such
as attitudinal inﬂuencing [51].
3.3. Bonacich power measure
The centrality of node does not always correspond to power of
node in social networks [69]. Speciﬁcally in negatively con-
nected bargaining networks, the most central person is not
always the most powerful one. This view contradicts the exten-
sive social literature [70–72]. In order to distinguish between
power and centrality, Bonacich [64] proposed a set of measures
given by c(a, b). The parameter b is used to reﬂect the degree
and direction (positive or negative) in which individual status
depends upon status of other people in network. In positive
communication network of information exchange, power of
a person depends positively on high status persons he/she is
connected to. The parameter b attains positive value in these
networks. But in case of negatively connected networks of
commodity exchange, power of a person decreases by having
connection to high status people who have many potential
alternatives. In such situation b has negative value. The mag-
nitude of b reﬂects the degree to which status score c(a, b) of
a person is a local or global measure i.e. to which extent it is
a function of status score of immediate other persons in net-
work. If b= 0, then c(a, b) is similar to number of direct com-
munication links to all other persons in network. As b
increases, centralities of distant persons or indirect communi-
cation links are considered in c(a, b) score. This measure can
be applied to symmetric as well as asymmetric networks [73].
Figure 8 Exchange Network, where A is focal actor having
connections with B and C with whom he exchanges commodity.
34 M. Kaur, S. SinghThis measure is based on eigenvector centrality ‘e’ proposed by
Bonacich, given as [60]
kei ¼
Xn
j¼1
Aijej ð30Þ
where A is adjacency matrix and k is the largest eigenvector of
matrix A. In the same spirit, beta centrality is deﬁned as [64]
ciða; bÞ ¼
Xn
j¼1
ðaþ bcjÞRij ð31Þ
Now, centrality of neighbor nodes is weighted by parameter
b whose magnitude and sign deﬁne the contribution of other
actors of network to power of actor ‘i’.
In matrix form, the measure is given as [64]
cða; bÞ ¼ aðI bRÞ1R1 ð32Þ
cða; bÞ ¼ aðR1þ bR21þ b2R31þ . . .Þ ð33Þ
This is the series of path-length chains. Here, absolute value
of b is less than reciprocal of largest eigenvalue of R. This
expression indicates the contribution of direct links and all
length paths (indirect links) of each individual in the beta cen-
trality measure. Katz centrality closely resembles the beta cen-
trality in estimation of status of an individual in network. Let t
be the Katz centrality, given as
t ¼ bcða; bÞ ð34Þ
When b is positive both measures are perfectly correlated
but when b is negative Katz and Bonacich measures become
negatively correlated [74]. b in the expression can attain two
values either positive, zero or negative. The measurement of
power in both cases is as follows:
i. When b is positive or zero:
If b= 0, it means c(a, b) is simply a degree measure and
status of person is deﬁned by number of people directly con-
nected to it. But when b is non-zero and positive, magnitude
of b deﬁnes the degree to which score of actor is a function
of scores of other actors in network. The positive value of beta
is achieved in positive network, such as communication net-
work, where information is exchanged between pair of actors.
b is the probability that information is received by actor and
all of its contacts. According to Eq. (33), R1 is the direct infor-
mation exchange to connected ones, bR21 is the transmission
of information to actors over 2-length paths and so on. The
value of b decides up to which level of path length chains
the information should be delivered by an actor to surround-
ing actors. It can be assumed that a circle is deﬁned by radius
b and value of b decides to exchange information either locally
or to the structure as whole. In communication networks, the
higher value of b would be appropriate to communicate over
distant nodes. The interpretation of b in positive network is
similar to Katz measure i.e. power of person in social network
depends upon status of people to whom he/she is connected.
Higher the status of surrounding people, more powerful the
person in network.
ii. When b is negative:
b usually attains negative value in negative networks, such
as bargaining and exchange networks. Here the interpretationof power completely changes. Suppose in exchange network,
commodity exchanged with one person cannot be exchanged
with another and bargaining power of person decreases if he/
she is connected to high status people who have many other
potential alternatives.
Reconsidering Eq. (33), the function of b can be analyzed as
follows:
If b is negative in above equation, then terms of even power
of R decrease the score of person and terms of odd powers of R
increase value of c(a, b). This can be interpreted as follows:
a. aR1 indicates that having many connections increases
power and centrality.
b. abR21 implies that if the connections of person have
many other alternatives in exchange networks then it
decreases power of person but increases his/her
centrality.
c. ab2R31 means if there are many paths of 3-length or
many connections of nodes at 2-length path then it
decreases power of immediate connections of person
and consequently increases his own power [64].
This can be explained by the following example:
In Fig. 8 of tree graph depicting exchange network, the
power of A increases due to connections to B and C at length
one. But, as there are many connections to B and C at 2-length
which make them central, it results in decrease of power of A.
Consequently, D, E, G, and H are also having many
connections, which decreases power of B and C but increases
the power of A. This concludes that power of A is increased
due to more number of nodes at 1-length and 3-length paths
and decreased due to the presence of many nodes at 2-length
paths.
Thus, beta centrality differs from Katz measure of calcula-
tion of status. c(a, b) measure is useful in valued and signed
graphs, negative ties and positive ties networks. It is especially
sensitive in situations where many low degree nodes are con-
nected to high degree nodes i.e. where difference of degree is
present to drive centrality. In many situations, beta centrality
is similar to degree measure, such as in regular graphs where
degree of nodes does not vary when elements of eigenvector
corresponding to largest eigenvalue sum up to zero and when
there are multiple eigenvalues of same magnitude existing for
symmetric matrix [62].
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4.1. Graph complement approach
As all standard approaches and centrality measures are not
suitable for negative ties but applicable to positive relations
in network, in order to implement these techniques on negative
networks, graph complement approach can be used [31]. In
this approach, graph containing negative ties is complemented
to form positive tie network. In complement graph, all edges
that were present in negative tie graph are absent and vice-
versa. Now this graph represents positive tie network and all
network analysis techniques can be applied to this graph. This
is very intuitive approach and can make its way to apply all
techniques in negative tie data. For example, consider the
Fig. 9 depicting the negative ties graph (G) and its complement
(G0) containing edges that are absent in G.
There can arise many problems with this approach. First, it
is not necessary that absence of negative ties between nodes
means positive relations in complement graph. If the network
states that a node exists in one of the two states, such that if a
relationship is not in state 1 then it should be in state 2 only,
then the graph complement approach can work out. Second,
the property of graph states that both G and G0 cannot be dis-
connected simultaneously i.e. if graph of negative ties G is con-
nected then it is not necessary that G0 is also connected. In
some situations, G0 becomes disconnected, then centrality mea-
sures such as closeness and betweenness cannot be used for
analyzing ties. Third, besides structural differences of proper-
ties of graph and its complement, only degree centrality can
be analyzed in G0. Suppose, the degree of node ‘a’ in G is x,
then degree of same node in G0 becomes n  1  x, where n
is total number of nodes in G. Degree centrality in G0 is derived
from degree centrality in G. But, it is not true for betweenness
and eigenvector centralities. The methods for which results in
complement graph can be deduced from original graph are
called as complement consistent methods [31]. To ﬁnd equiva-
lent actors, the approaches such as structural equivalence and
automorphic equivalence are complement consistent but regu-
lar equivalent nodes are not present in complement graph. In
fact, all centrality measures are not complement consistent
except degree centrality. The density of negative tie network
is usually low; thus, complement graph G0 has high density
and centrality values show little variance. All the methods
discussed in previous sections that are interpretable for bothGraph ‘G’ of negative ties C
Figure 9 Graph of negative ties network and itspositive and negative networks yield results both in G and
G0, but measures that are not applicable in negative networks
due to their structural features can be analyzed through
complement graph [31]. As there are many problems with com-
plement approach also, there is a need of new set of measures
that can be applied speciﬁcally on negative tie data and will be
discussed in next section.
4.2. Negative cohesive subgroups
There is a vast literature on concept of cohesive subgroups in
networks that are formed as a result of relationships between
the nodes. This subgroup is popularly known as ‘clique’. Luce
and Perry [75] deﬁned clique as ‘‘the subset of group consisting
three or more members, each having symmetric relationship
with each other and no member outside the subset exist that
is in symmetric relation to every member of subset”. Many
researchers have deﬁned clique and also developed many mea-
sures for identifying them in networks. For example, Hubbell
[66] in 1965 developed an input–output approach for clique
identiﬁcation, Bonacich [60] in 1972 developed eigenvector
centrality measure for ﬁnding cliques in symmetric graphs of
social network and Everett and Borgatti [76] in 1998 analyzed
the overlapping cliques in network. The structure of clique can
be recognized from various powers of symmetric matrix, say A
(derived from adjacency matrix). The main diagonal entries of
matrix A2 ðað2Þii Þ denote the number of chains of length two and
also the number of elements in graph with which element ‘i’ is
in symmetric relation. This set of elements along with i forms a
clique. In order to identify whether a given element belongs to
clique, its main diagonal entry in A3 is checked for positive
value. If this entry is positive then element belongs to clique
and if it is zero then element is not a member of any clique
[75]. The complete structure of clique was not deﬁned by them.
Everett and Borgatti [76] tried to determine the overlapping
among cliques in network by analyzing their structures. They
made use of UCINET tool of social network analysis [77].
The standard method of clustering was used by the tool to
identify groups in network but failed to identify structure
and overlapping of cliques. Therefore, they deﬁned clique
graphs and clique overlap graphs. Clique graph or intersection
graph has clique as vertices and edge between them represent
that cliques have some actors in common. Clique overlap
graphs are iterative clique graphs that represent the amount
of overlapping between cliques in each iteration [76]. Foromplement Graph G’ of positive ties
complement depicting positive ties network.
36 M. Kaur, S. Singhexample, there are six cliques namely 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 as
shown in Fig. 10, each having actors common among them
as depicted by numbers on edges. This graph G is named as cli-
que graph, K(G). The iterative overlap graphs are K2(G), K3(G)
and so on. K2(G) contain edges between cliques which have
two or more than two actors in common and similarly,
K3(G) contain edges only between cliques having three or more
than three actors in common. The clique overlap graphs
describe amount of overlap among cliques and also help in
analyzing structures of cliques. By using these graphs, Everett
and Borgatti [76] deﬁned co-clique matrix C, with entry cij as
the number of actors that clique i has in common with clique
j. The results of implementation showed that structures and
overlapping of cliques were clearly identiﬁed. The entries of
actor by clique matrix contain the number of cliques in which
each actor is present. This is known as clique overlap central-
ity. When this measure was compared with other centrality
measures, results showed that it correlates with others in core
or periphery regions of network. When multiple such regions
are present then this measure gives different values as output
[76]. The above discussion proves that clique is very important
concept in analyzing positive ties in network. But in case of
negative ties, clique represents a group in which each member
is in negative relation with each other and group formed is also
not cohesive. Everett and Borgatti [31] deﬁned negative clique
in which every member outside the group has negative rela-
tions with members of the group. This group is the smallest
group of individuals in network such that everyone outside
the group dislikes at least one individual from inside the group.
The negative cliques also overlap with each other and this
overlapping can be analyzed with same methods that were
used for ordinary cliques. The negative clique can be general-
ized by specifying its maximum size (just as minimum size in
general clique) and deﬁning negative k-plex clique. The nega-
tive clique overlap centrality can be computed for each actor
by counting number of negative cliques in which it is present.
Negative clique usually represents the highly undesired, dis-
ruptive group of individuals and thus disliked by everyone out-
side the group. Negative cliques can be found by key player
program [78] in which those key players form a group, who
can reach everyone in network. This negative clique concept
is future area of research for analyzing negative ties. It canClique graph K2(G
Figure 10 Clique graph, ﬁrst iterative overlap graph K2(G) and sec
number of overlapping actors are written as labels of edges.be used in identifying the group of pupils in classroom who
are responsible for bullying other students. Such a group is dis-
liked by everyone in the class and forms negative cliques.
5. New measures of negative ties
Earlier approach of graph complement requires some new
measures that speciﬁcally deal with negative relations and
helps in identifying such ties between pair of actors in the net-
work. Therefore, existing measures of positive relations such as
degree centrality and eigenvector centrality are tailored in such
a way so that they satisfy conditions of negative ties network.
These new measures are given by Everett and Borgatti [31] and
are analyzed by applying on directed networks.
5.1. Negative degree centrality
Degree centrality of a node in negative networks is deﬁned as
degree of a node in complement graph, n  1  x, where x is
degree of node in graph G [31]. In order to normalize, divide
this degree by n  1, i.e.
dðxÞ ¼ 1 x=ðn 1Þ ð35Þ
This measure gives low score to actors who are disliked by
most of the others and high score to actors who are disliked by
less people. In directed graphs, din and d

out are the in and out
degrees of nodes. High din score means that an actor receives
less number of negative ties and high dout score means that
an actor sends lesser number of negative ties to other actors
in network. A person with low din and d

out score is the most dis-
liked person and similarly an actor is most popular in network
if he/she has high din and d

out score [31]. Negative degree
weights every actor equally and does not consider the position
of actor with respect to other popular people in network i.e. an
actor connected to highly central actor (most popular actor)
gets relatively high score as compared to an actor connected
to disliked person in network. This measure is related to struc-
tural property of node which signiﬁes the number of nodes it is
connected to but not to which node it is connected. It fails to
identify the centralities of neighbor nodes and their effects on
centrality of given node [31].) K3(G)
ond iterative K3(G) graph. Nodes of graph depicting cliques and
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As negative degree measure has its limitation in evaluating
centrality of node, there is a need of measure that considers
negative connections to less central (most disliked) person is
better rather than having negative ties with most central (pop-
ular) actor in network. This aspect of calculating centrality is
similar to eigenvector centrality as we discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3.4. Everett and Borgatti [31] have recently proposed a
new measure known as h*. The centrality of node x is denoted
by h*(x) [31]:
hðxÞ ¼ 1
X
y2NðxÞ
hðyÞ
n 1 ð36Þ
where N(x) represents neighborhood of node x. In matrix
form, equation is given as
h ¼ Iþ 1
n 1A
 1
1 ð37Þ
where I is identity matrix, 1 is a column vector of 1’s and A is
the adjacency matrix. This measure is similar to Katz [65],
Hubbell [66] and Bonacich [64] measures. h*(y) is similar to
eigenvector centrality of node y. Only difference is that Eq.
(36) is normalized by dividing it by n  1 and to bring it in 0
to 1 range it is subtracted from 1. The h of Eq. (37) is similar
to Hubbell measure, h= (I  bA)11, where b= 1/(n  1).
But Katz and Hubbell did not consider negative beta. The con-
cept of negative beta was proposed by Bonacich [64] in nega-
tively connected bargaining networks where it is more
beneﬁcial to connect with ones that have less options or alter-
natives. This increases centrality of node. The same implica-
tion is used in h* measure for negative tie networks and used
negative beta. This measure has time complexity of O(n3). In
case of directed networks, hin and h

out are also calculated for
each node. An actor with low hin score receives many negative
ties from other actors, especially those who send very less neg-
ative ties to other actors and have high hout score. This means
receiving negative ties from popular actors of network greatly
affects the centrality of actor. In similar fashion, an actor with
low hout score is the one who sends negative ties to most of the
actors, especially those who have very less incoming negative
ties and have high hin score [31]. It means this person dislikes
the one, whom everyone likes. The directed formulae of h*
measures are given as follows [31]:
houtðxÞ ¼ 1
X
y2NoðxÞ
hinðyÞ
n 1 ð38Þ
hinðxÞ ¼ 1
X
y2NiðxÞ
houtðyÞ
n 1 ð39Þ
No and Ni are out and in neighborhood of node x. Equations
in matrix form are as follows:
hout ¼ I
1
ðn 1Þ2 AA
T
 !1
I 1ðn 1Þ2 A
T
 !
1 ð40Þ
hin ¼ I
1
ðn 1Þ2 A
TA
 !1
I 1ðn 1Þ2 A
 !
1 ð41Þwhere AT is the transpose of matrix A. The h*measure presents
more accurate and precise results as compared to negative
degree centrality d*. For each actor in network h* measure
gives unique value of centrality as compared to d* which gives
multiple actors the same score. Therefore, h* is reﬁnement over
d* [31]. Both h* and d* measures can be extended to accommo-
date valued data only when largest eigenvalue of adjacency
matrix is less than n  1.
6. Mixed data measures
Today’s online social networks such as Facebook, Twitter,
Orkut, and LinkedIn include all types of relations of
friendship, support, liking, disliking, avoidance, distrust or
no relation at all between various nodes. The measures dis-
cussed till now are applicable either on positive relations or
on negative relations but in order to cater all aspects of rela-
tions possible in social networks, there is a need of measures
that can analyze both of these relations jointly. Many research-
ers have proposed measures that consider data of both types.
6.1. Degree centrality measure
This measure is similar to negative and positive degree central-
ity discussed earlier. Pair of actors connected to each other
through positive relations has positive degree and if they are
connected negatively then they have negative value of degree
with respect to each other. Thus, overall degree of an actor
in network is the summation of negative and positive values
of degree as shown in Table 3. The person with overall high
negative value of degree is the most popular one in network.
This measure gives the idea of status of person in network
but again this does not generate precise value if two actors
are having nearly similar connections with other actors in net-
work. This means it can assign same value of degree to two or
more persons in network [31]. Also the effect of popularity of
person on status of neighbor nodes is not included in this mea-
sure. Therefore, a more general measure is required.
6.2. Status measure
Bonacich and Lloyd [63] proposed status measure using eigen-
vectors. In a network of both positive and negative relations, a
status of individual rises if he/she is positively connected to
high status individual and status decreases by having negative
relations to the same. If individual is having positive relations
with negative status persons then also his/her status reduces.
This measure is deﬁned by using eigenvector and diagonal
matrices. Adjacency matrix A, has aij equal to 1 if i and j are
positively connected, 1 if they are negatively connected and
0 if there is no relationship. Therefore, it forms a balanced
graph. The eigenvector of A corresponding to largest eigen-
value with positive and negative elements reveals the clique
structure. All the actors with positive value of status belong
to one clique and negative value actors belong to another cli-
que. Positive relations exist between members of same clique
and negative relations between members of different cliques.
The status of individual actor increases with increase in num-
ber of positive connections to members of same clique and
number of negative connections to members of different cli-
Table 3 Comparison of Mixed data measures.
Type of
mixed data
measure
Degree centrality Status measure Political Independence Index (PII) PN centrality
Proposed
by
Positive degree by L.
C. Freeman
P. Bonacich and P. Lloyd Smith et al. M.G. Everett and S.P. Borgatti
Negative degree by
Everett and Borgatti
Year 1979 2004 2014 2014
2014
Expression P(x) + N(x), P(x) is
number of direct
positive ties and N(x)
is no of direct positive
ties
Ax= kDx Pk
i¼0b
i½PðiÞ x NðiÞ x PN ¼ I 12n2A
 1
A is adjacency matrix; Dx is
eigenvector depicting status
scores of each node
P(i) and N(i) are positive and
negative edges incident on node
A= P  2N, P is positive tie
matrix and N is negative tie
matrix
Weightage
of direct
and
indirect
links
Direct links = 1,
Indirect links = 0
Direct links = 1, Indirect
links = bk, where b= 1/kl, kl is
the largest eigenvalue, k is the
number of edges between nodes
Direct links = P(0)x  N(0)x,
Indirect links = (b)i, i is the
distance of edge from focal actor
and x an exponent which ensure
that more weight is assigned to
direct links as compared to indirect
links
Direct links = b, Indirect
links = bk, k is the path-length
from given actor, b= 1/
(2n  1), for large network size
b= 1/(2d)
Applicable
on types of
graphs
Both directed and
undirected graphs
Only on undirected graphs
because on directed graph
eigenvalue may not be real
Only on undirected networks Both on directed and
undirected graphs
Concept
used for
analyzing
ties
Positive and negative
relations with nodes
connected directly
Based on balance theory
forming two cliques where
positive relations exist within
cliques and negative relations
between cliques
Based on concept of positive and
negative edges at a distance of 1
from a node in political networks
Based on positive P and
negative tie N matrices. Matrix
A is formed by: A= P  2N
Complexity OðnÞ Oðn3Þ Oðn3Þ Oðn3Þ
38 M. Kaur, S. Singhques [63]. This measure solves the problem of analyzing posi-
tive and negative ties jointly up to some extent. But in some
cases, when balanced symmetric adjacency matrix A has mul-
tiple large eigenvalues having same magnitude, then there
exists multiple linearly independent eigenvectors [31]. Out of
these, it becomes difﬁcult to choose which eigenvector should
be used to assign status score. Secondly, if network has multi-
ple components or cliques similar in structure, that is connec-
tions between members of same clique and members of other
clique are similar for multiple cliques, then the eigenvector of
matrix A is not able to describe score of all the actors of com-
ponent correctly [62]. Thus, eigenvalue assigns anomalous
scores to actors of the cliques. Also, if graph is directed then
eigenvalues may not be real.
6.3. Political Independence Index (PII)
Measures discussed till now, focused on actor’s characteristics
and attributes in positive networks. All of them counter the
direct and indirect access of ﬂows of information between pair
of nodes for analyzing positive and negative ties as well as
power or status acquired by each actor in network. Smith
et al. [79] proposed a power measure, known as Political
Independence Index (PII), according to which any actor
(also called as focal actor) in the network is dependent on
other actors in respect of control of resources, support andinformation. Those other actors become more powerful than
focal actor in politically charged networks of both positive
and negative ties. According to PII measure, an actor can
reduce his/her dependence by developing alternatives that are
weaker and itself in direct threat. They classify power measures
as power-as-access that include degree, closeness, eigenvector,
Bonacich-power-measure with positive beta and power-as-
control that include betweenness, Emerson’s social exchange
theory [80,81], Graph theoretic power index (GPI) [82,83],
and Bonacich-power-measure with negative beta. All these
power-as-control measures compute power of an actor as an
extent to which actor controls ﬂow of resources and exchange
of information between pair of other actors through direct or
indirect links. PII measure is also based upon power-as-control
approach and is highly related to Bonacich power measure
with negative beta. This index is deﬁned for politically charged
networks consisting of alliances (positive ties) and adversaries
(negative ties). Smith et al. [79] proposed that when adversaries
of an actor grow then actor forms alliances with other friendly
actors to safeguard itself in exchange of some resources. The
extent to which resources are sacriﬁced depends upon urgency
in making alliances with alternatives. When number of alterna-
tives (allies) is limited for making alliances then these potential
alternatives can extract maximum resources from focal actor
which decreases its power. These allies must not have many
other alternatives with whom they can make alliances as it
Negative ties in social networks 39directly decreases power of focal actor. The measure uses con-
cept of distance of an edge (m, n) from focal node u as MIN (d
(u, m), d(u, n)) where d is geodesic distance between nodes. For
direct ties, d(u, u) is 0 and d(u, v) is 1. Therefore, distance of
edge (u, v) from u is 0 and progressively it increases by 1 at
each length path.
PII measure can be stated as [79]
Xk
i¼0
bi PðiÞ x NðiÞ x½  ð42Þ
where P(i) and N(i) are the number of positive and negative
edges at distance i from a node, b is the attenuation factor
and x is an exponent deﬁned as
x  lnð2Þ  lnðjbjÞ
lnðMÞ i:e: bM
x  2 ð43Þ
Here, M is the maximum number of ties from any node in
network. The attenuation factor provides ﬂexibility to measure
by behaving both as power-as-access measure when b is posi-
tive and power-as-control when b is negative. As b has power
of i, which is the distance of edge from a node, it takes into
account the fact that in the presence of more number of alter-
natives or allies to direct link node at distance one decreases
the power of focal node. The exponent factor x is used to take
into account the contribution of two direct links to power of
focal actor, more than one direct link and one indirect link.
This implies that nearby actors in network greatly affect power
of focal actor as compared to distant actors [79]. The interpre-
tation of this measure is slightly difﬁcult in mixed network of
positive and negative ties. For example, consider network of
mixed data in Fig. 11.
According to status measure, actor B is given high score as
it is connected to other well-connected actors such as C, D and
A. But PII measure assigns very low score to actor B as it is
least powerful because it has direct links with C, D, A who
are having allies or alternatives E, F, G, H that are totally
dependent on them with no positive connections to any other
nodes except C, D, A. This example shows that PII does not
capture the idea of centrality like other normal centrality
measures do. It actually deals with power of an actor whichFigure 11 Network of nodes having positive relations depicted
by solid lines and negative relations depicted by dashed lines.gets differentiated from centrality when negative ties are
considered.
6.4. PN centrality measure
Fourth measure is an extension of h* measure in negative data
networks. Everett and Borgatti [31] proposed PN centrality
measure which uses h* measure for negative ties and Hubbell
measure for positive ties. The value of b is chosen as
1/(2n  2) to normalize Hubbell centrality scores in complete
network and matrix A is calculated by P  2N, where P is pos-
itive tie matrix and N is negative tie matrix [31]:
PN ¼ I 1
2n 2A
 1
ð44Þ
Directed version of PN measure is
PNin ¼ I 1
4ðn 1Þ2 A
TA
 !1
Iþ 1
2ðn 1ÞA
T
 
ð45Þ
PNout ¼ I 1
4ðn 1Þ2 AA
T
 !1
Iþ 1
2ðn 1ÞA
 
1 ð46Þ
The values of PNin and PNout are analyzed in the same way
as hin and h

out. Lower the value of PNin means that person is
having more number of incoming negative ties from other peo-
ple, particularly from those who are popular in network i.e.
having high PNout score people. Similarly, high PNin value
means receiving lesser number of negative ties and more num-
ber of positive ties. Various other permutations are also possi-
ble. Range for PN scores for only positive tie network is 1–2,
for only negative tie network it is 0–1 and for both positive and
negative ties network it is 1 to 2. Complexity of PN is O(n3).
Other values of b can be used such as 1/(2d), where d is maxi-
mum positive or negative degree of any node in network. But
this value of b should always be smaller than 1/kl, where kl is
the largest eigenvalue so that centrality scores of actors should
remain proportional to scores of neighboring actors [31].
Negative tie measures discussed yet, are based upon the
scores of neighboring actors to which a given node is con-
nected. In such measures, only the scores of actors propagate
through network as it is very difﬁcult to interpret ﬂow of
resources through it. As opposed to positive ties, where cen-
trality measures try to capture ﬂow of information, resources,
etc. through network due to high level of transitivity, the value
of measure does not need to propagate through it. The mea-
sures that are used for analyzing negative ties are all based
on this idea of capturing ﬂow of scores assigned by indices.
7. Strengths and weaknesses of measures
The strengths and weaknesses of all the measures discussed in
this paper are summarized in Table 4.
As it is clear from the table, only mixed data measures are
efﬁcient in analyzing both the positive and negative ties simul-
taneously in social network, whereas, centrality and inﬂuence
measures are able to identify only one type of tie at a time
(i.e. either positive or negative). Everett and Borgatti [31] ana-
lyzed the accuracy of mixed data measures in identifying out-
siders of social networks by applying them on small datasets
Table 4 Strength and weaknesses of all measures.
Measure
types
Measure
name
Strength Weaknesses
Centrality
measures
Degree
centrality
 It is independent of ﬂows in network
 It is used to calculate the direct inﬂuence
 It can be used for analyzing both the negative and
positive ties
 It cannot calculate the centrality possessed by a node
due to the presence of nodes, located at more than
one length path from a given node
Betweenness
centrality
 It calculates centrality of node based upon its prop-
erty to control stream of information passing
through network
 It can be used for identifying positive ties
 It is dependent on ﬂows in network
 It cannot analyze negative ties network where ﬂows
are absent
Closeness
centrality
 The centrality score given by closeness computes
node’s efﬁciency in delivering message to other
nodes of network in shortest possible time
 It can identify all the connections that a node has in
positive networks
 This measure is totally dependent on ﬂows in
network
 In case of disconnected graphs of negative networks,
closeness becomes zero for unreachable nodes
Eigenvector
centrality
 It calculates centrality possessed by a node based on
centrality of neighbor nodes located at one or more
than one length path
 It also includes the impact of centrality of neighbor-
ing nodes in score of each node
 It can be applied on both positive and negative
networks
 In case of very large networks, eigenvalues of net-
work may not be real or there may exist multiple
eigenvectors
Inﬂuence
measures
Katz
measure
 It was observed ﬁrst by Katz that the status score of
node depends not only upon direct links but also on
status of next to immediate links
 It works perfectly well with positive ties network
 It is not suitable for analyzing negative ties in a net-
work as it depends upon ﬂow of resources
Hubbell
measure
 It allows negative weights of links, therefore,
includes negative relations, such as enemies, in
computation
 It is not effective in calculating centrality of relations
in negative networks
Bonacich
power
 It computes centrality of nodes based on all walk
lengths and can be used in both positive and nega-
tive networks
 Though it is able to analyze ties in both networks by
using positive and negative values of b but cannot
analyze both the ties simultaneously in mixed
networks
Mixed
data
measures
Degree
measure
 It can identify both the positive and negative ties
simultaneously in mixed networks
 It does not consider the effect of popularity of person
on status of neighbor nodes
 It fails to distinguish between two actors if they have
similar connections
Status
measure
 It can identify both the positive and negative ties in
small networks
 In larger networks multiple larger eigenvalues may
exist with same magnitude
 Also there may not exist any real eigenvalue which
becomes difﬁcult to choose single eigenvector that
will represent correct status scores
PII measure  It correctly analyzes power of node in network of
allies and adversaries
 It cannot identify the most positive and most nega-
tive nodes in correct order in mixed data networks
PN
centrality
 It can identify the popular and unpopular nodes of
network correctly with unique score assigned to
every node
 The results of this measure are still unexplored in
large online datasets
40 M. Kaur, S. Singhsuch as Sampson’s monastery [17] and Bank Wiring Room
[15]. These datasets were gathered by original researchers phys-
ically present at location, inferring the relationship between
nodes by observing their behaviors. They pointed out that
PN centrality is better than status and PII measures as both
of them are not able to identify either central or peripherals
(isolates) in the network. When PN is compared to degree, they
concluded that PN is more accurate and maps small differ-
ences between centralities of nodes to considerably precise val-
ues that can be easily compared for analysis purpose. The
accuracy of result obtained by Everett and Borgatti [31] was
determined merely on the basis of analysis made from applica-
tion of measures on small ofﬂine datasets. The results couldhave been veriﬁed by applying on large datasets of current
online social networks with thousands of nodes interacting
with each other. For verifying the same, we have applied these
measures on sample collected from large online network of
Epinions and Slashdot and observed that PN centrality out-
performs the other measures. The result obtained indicates
that only PN measure identiﬁes most of the outsiders of net-
work efﬁciently as compared to degree measure which is
unable to identify the most popular nodes of network cor-
rectly. The status measure becomes inapplicable on large data-
sets due to imaginary eigenvalues of matrix. Also, PII measure
is not able to identify outsiders in large datasets and therefore,
performs similar to that observed in small datasets. Further
Negative ties in social networks 41the work can be carried out to enhance the performance of PN
centrality in datasets of online social networks by varying the
value of parameter b.8. Conclusion and future scope
The exploration of negative ties in social networks becomes
very necessary in today’s scenario where social interactions
are carried out online and reality of intended person can be
fake with whom one communicates. This may lead to many
social crimes such as masquerading, bullying, and group con-
ﬂicts which need to be dealt with by observing the structure
and connections in network. This study of analyzing networks
is known as social network analysis. The analysis of negative
ties such as distrust and opposition may also help many users
of consumer review websites such as Epinions.com and Slash-
dot.com in deciding which product to purchase by checking
their rated reviews. In this paper, a survey of network analysis
techniques that can be used to examine such type of negative
relations is presented. From discussion, it has been observed
that negative ties face difﬁculties in exploration through stan-
dard methods and techniques. The view of analyzing negative
ties, in the same way as positive ties, merely by reversing the
interpretation is not completely true.
The paper is structured into different sections. Section 2
discusses the application of standard concepts such as equiva-
lence of nodes, statistical models, and centrality methods on
negative tie networks. Some concepts are perfectly suitable
such as equivalence concept and statistical techniques while
many others such as degree centrality require few alterations
in interpretation but are applicable in both ties. Other concepts
such as betweenness and closeness centralities rely on network
ﬂows and thus cannot be applied on negative ties where ﬂow
among nodes of a network is minimum. Difference between
centrality measures is presumed on the basis of various param-
eters and type of ﬂows they follow. In third section, examina-
tion of inﬂuence measures applied to negative ties shows that
some measures are easily adaptable to positive and negative
ties by adjusting value of attenuation factor, such as Bonacich
power and Hubbell measures, while others are inapplicable
due to absence of network ﬂows in negative ties.
Due to these issues, some projected approaches, such as
Graph complement approach and Negative cliques, that can
allow positive tie measures to be applied on negative ties data
by reversing the interpretation are discussed in fourth section
of paper. But they too pose some restrictions on type of net-
works. Therefore, some new measures such as negative degree
and h* measure were developed that were designed speciﬁcally
for analyzing negative ties. These are discussed in Section 5 of
the paper. Out of these two, h* measure proves to be more efﬁ-
cient as it is based upon concept of calculating centrality of
given node by considering the centralities of neighbor nodes.
In order to analyze both types of ties jointly, mixed data mea-
sures proposed by many researchers are described in Section 6
and comparisons are made in terms of their capability in iden-
tifying negative ties in network. The strengths and weaknesses
of all the discussed measures are presented in seventh section.
From this discussion, it is observed that only PN centrality
measure is able to work out in practical social networks and
can identify outsiders perfectly well.As current ﬁeld of research is quite unexplored, therefore
not much work is done to analyze ties in online social net-
works. Hence, we analyzed the applicability of mixed data
measures on small samples of Epinions network dataset and
found that PN measure out of all has performed quite well
in identifying outsiders in online networks also. Although a
number of methods are available for analyzing ties in negative
as well as positive tie networks but still there are some areas
that need to be worked upon:
i. Most of the measures discussed in paper, are analyzed
by applying on standard datasets containing old and off-
line data. These measures need to be studied in recent
data of online social networks such as Facebook, Twit-
ter and LinkedIn.
ii. PN measure can be further improved by varying value of
b (attenuation factor) for better analysis of the behavior
of relations in online social networks.
iii. Measures for analyzing ties based on Freeman’s degree
and betweenness views of centrality need to be further
explored for its application in negative ties networks
by using new approaches, such as Graph complement.
iv. A combination of eigenvector centrality and Freeman
centrality measures can be made to develop new mea-
sures that will exploit properties of both kinds of indices.
v. The concept of negative clique can be further explored
for developing new measures based on group behavior
in negative ties network.
vi. More optimized results can be achieved by ﬁrst identify-
ing cliques in social networks and then applying mea-
sures such as PN centrality for identifying actors
showing negative behavior.
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